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Structure of the a-Al2O3„0001… surface from low-energy electron diffraction: Al termination and
evidence for anomalously large thermal vibrations
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We use dynamical low-energy electron diffraction~LEED! to determine the surface structure of
a-Al2O3(0001). Sapphire surfaces are prepared in three different ways, and the diffraction results are analyzed
using an exhaustive search of possible models. For all sample processing conditions, the clearly favored
structure has a single Al layer termination and a large first interlayer contraction. In addition, we find that the
aluminum atoms at the surface have unusually large vibrational amplitudes at room temperature, suggestive of
an anharmonic vibrational mode.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Alumina ~i.e., aluminum oxide and its hydrates! is widely
used in aluminum production, ceramics, and catalysts,
occurs on the surface of oxidized aluminum alloys.1,2 Being
the simplest and the only thermodynamically stable alu
num oxide,2 a-Al2O3 is a prototype for understanding met
oxides. Because of its importance, numerous experimenta3–8

and theoretical9–16 investigations of its surfaces have be
performed. Nonetheless, a most basic property of its simp
clean surface, namely the structure ofa-Al2O3(0001), re-
mains controversial.

Compared to monoatomic materials, determining the s
face structure of a compound has several additional com
cating factors. First, a compound may terminate along dif
ent ideal planes, giving inequivalent surface structures.
a-Al2O3(0001), three different~0001!-plane terminations
exist: a single Al layer~Al1!, an oxygen layer~O1!, and a
double Al layer~Al2!, where we denote the different surfac
by the terminating layer~s! as labeled in Fig. 1. First
principles calculations predict an Al1 termination with th
first interlayer spacing being greatly contracted (;85%)
relative to the bulk.12–16 X-ray-diffraction6 and
ion-scattering5 experiments concluded that th
a-Al2O3(0001) surface is Al1 terminated. However, th
models considered in these investigations were limited to
ideal ~0001! plane surfaces, i.e., the Al1, O1, and Al2 su
faces. Additionally, these experiments found a first interla
contraction that is;35% smaller than that predicted b
theory. Based on their calculations of the TiO2(110) surface,
Harrison et al. suggested that the difference in interlay
spacings determined by zero-temperature calculations
room-temperature experiments may be explained by the
istence of large, anharmonic vibrations.17 Since such vibra-
tions cannot be accurately modeled in low-energy elect
0163-1829/2002/65~19!/195405~13!/$20.00 65 1954
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diffraction ~LEED! calculations using an isotropic Debye
Waller approximation, evaluating their existence requires
use of more complex models.18–20 Static disorder may also
be present as pointed out by Gloegeet al.21 in a surface
X-ray diffraction ~SXRD! study of the equivalent
a-Cr2O3~0001! surface structure. Their analysis provid
evidence that, at room temperature, the surface is termin
by a disordered arrangement of surface Cr13, and is charac-
terized by a 2/3 occupation probability of the top layer s
~equivalent to Al1! and a 1/3 occupation probability of th
interstitial site between the first and second O22 layers. Al-
though their results provide an explanation for the ord
disorder and order-order phase transitions observed on
surface, the first interlayer distance is rather different fro
the values previously reported.

In addition to single-species termination, compound s
faces can potentially be phase-separated, i.e., consist
thermodynamic equilibrium of domains having different st
ichiometry or structure.12,13,15,22 For example, calculations
suggested that under typical experimental conditions,
~0001! surface of the isostructural phasea-Fe2O3 is covered
by two distinct domains, one terminated by Fe and one
O.22 Experimentally, the surface has been reported to con
either of two domains with different structure,22 or, inconsis-
tently, as exclusively terminated by oxygen.23 For
a-Al2O3(0001), the three ideal bulk terminations have d
ferent stoichiometries at the surface. Therefore, their surf
energies depend differently on the oxygen~alumina! chemi-
cal potential.12,13,15,16Because the single-Al layer~Al1! sur-
face has the same stoichiometry as the bulk, its energ
independent of the aluminum or oxygen chemical potent
unlike the nonstoichiometric surfaces terminated by an o
gen layer or a double Al layer. This raises the possibility th
the lowest-energy state, for a given chemical potential
actually a phase-separated mixture of two different surf
terminations. Therefore, the existence of a phase-separ
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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surface and the relative amounts of each phase, may de
sensitively on processing conditions. In thea-Fe2O3(0001)
system, for example, Shaikhutdinov and Weiss24 found that
changing the ambient oxygen pressure from 1 to 1025 mbar
changed the surface structure from being oxygen termin
to being iron terminated. In fact, the previous LEED stu
on a-Al2O3(0001) concluded that a mixture of Al- an
O-terminated domains best modeled the diffraction data.7 In
contrast, a recent ion-scattering study8 of the sapphire sur-
face also considered mixed terminations, but concluded
the single-Al-termination model~Al1! best fit the data.
Whether phase separation should occur was also addre
by first-principles calculations. Because the single Al-lay
surface~Al1 model! is calculated to have the lowest ener
for the full range of chemical potential spanning the deco
position of sapphire at extremely low oxygen pressures u
at least an atmosphere of oxygen, phase separation shou
precluded.12,13,15,16

FIG. 1. Illustration of the 12 Al layers and the six O layers of t
a-Al2O3 hexagonal unit cell. The O layers follow approximate
hcp-type stacking (ABAB . . . ), and the Allayers follow fcc-type
stacking (abcabc. . . ). Oxygen layers separated byc/6 along thec
axis are equivalent only after a mirror operation, a symmetry
eration that does not pertain to the unit cell as a whole. Thu
layers separated byc/6 are diffractionally inequivalent. The plane
labeled Al1, O2, and Al2 can all serve as ideal~bulklike! termina-
tions for the~0001! surface.
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A further complication associated with compound stru
tures was noted by Toofan and Watson in a recent LE
study7—the a-Al2O3(0001) surface can be terminated b
planes that give different diffraction intensities even thou
the planes are chemically and energetically equivalent. Th
diffractionally inequivalent planes~e.g., the O1 and O2
planes! are separated by odd multiplies ofc/6 ~wherec is the
c-axis unit-cell length!, and only differ in being a mirror
image of each other. Then, if a sample has a terrace and
structure with step heights that are odd multiples ofc/6, the
diffraction pattern will have contributions from both terrac
types. In fact, terraces separated byc/6 were observed on the
a-Al2O3(0001) surface by atomic force microscopy,25,26and
their existence is consistent with ion-scattering results.5 Un-
fortunately, the previous LEED study was performed with
off-normal incident beam, and the scattering plane w
aligned in such a way as to make the diffractional inequi
lence unobservable.7 In this work, we examine whether thes
inequivalent terraces significantly affect the simulated LEE
spectra.

Finally, the surface of a compound may not be deriv
from a simple planar cleavage of the bulk. For example,
near-surface layers may have a different stacking seque
than the bulk, yet maintain the surface symmetry obser
by LEED. Such stacking faults were considered in a rec
LEED analysis of another corundum-type structu
a-Cr2O3(0001).27 The consideration of such models is pa
ticularly relevant fora-Al2O3(0001), because the relate
spinel phaseg-Al2O3 may have a lower surface energy.10 A
structure likeg-Al2O3 would occur on the surface if the O
stacking sequence ofa-Al2O3(0001) changed from the usua
hcp-type (ABABA. . . ) to onewhere the final O layer was
shifted to theC site (CBABA. . . ).

Here we present a detailed account of our structural st
of the a-Al2O3(0001) surface, a brief version of which wa
already published.28 Given the discussion above, we emph
size both the sensitivity of the surface to sample prepara
effects and the completeness of the structural analysis. T
two issues are related due to the fact that, in the case
compounds, sample preparation can affect both surface
ichiometry and structure,29 and the structure will be correctly
determined only if the appropriate class of structural mo
is considered. Understanding these issues is of central im
tance in advancing surface science and its applications,
cause so many materials of technological importance
compounds.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The sapphire crystal was first annealed in air in a hig
purity furnace at about 1425 °C for 12 h. The furnace co
sisted of a sapphire tube around which a heating elemen
Pt/30%Rh wire was wrapped. The tube ends were cap
with sapphire plugs. The annealing procedure produce
surface with large terraces (;1000 Å in width!, as evi-
denced by atomic force microscopy. The crystal was th
sequentially cleaned in acetone, methanol, 1-M HCl, a
deionized water. After the sample was introduced into
vacuum chamber, residual carbon contamination was

-
O
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FIG. 2. Representative experimental LEEDI (V) curves for the three different sample preparation procedures of thea-Al2O3(0001)
surface. The (i , j ) notation gives the index of the diffraction spots.
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moved at 650 °C using an atomic deuterium beam create
a commercial, neutralized, rf plasma discharge.30 To investi-
gate the sensitivity of the surface structure to processing c
ditions, we finished the processing in three very differe
ways:~1! turn off the atomic deuterium beam and cool fro
650 °C in vacuum~‘‘Vac’’ data!, ~2! cool to 200 °C before
turning off the atomic deuterium beam~‘‘D’’ data !, and ~3!
turn off the atomic deuterium beam, heat for 5 min in
31025-Torr O2, and then cool in vacuum~‘‘Ox’’ data !. All
three procedures produced bright, sharp, 131 LEED pat-
terns with a clear threefold symmetry.

The LEED data were acquired with the sample at ro
temperature using a high-sensitivity CCD camera and an
tomated data acquisition system. Nine inequivalent bea
were recorded at normal incidence in the energy range o
to 370 eV~total range 2080 eV!. After subtracting the back
ground, defined by the average intensity in the pixels s
rounding the region of integration for each beam, equival
beams were averaged. The spectra were scaled to the
dent electron current, which was set low enough to prev
nonlinear charging effects (;0.3 mA). Because of the high
quality of the data, no mathematical smoothing was requ
19540
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prior to the analysis. Representative experimental LE
I (V) curves ~diffracted intensity as a function of electro
energy! for the three different sample preparation procedu
are shown in Fig. 2. Although the three sets are closely si
lar, we perform independent structural analyses using e
data set individually.

III. MODEL DESCRIPTIONS

While the corundum structure of bulka-Al2O3 has a
rhombohedral symmetry, the atomic positions are usu
given in terms of an hexagonal unit cell~Fig. 1!.4 This unit
cell can be viewed as a sequence of 12 Al layers, which
translationally equivalent to each other, and six O laye
with the O atoms in positions close to those of an hcp latti
For the six O layers, alternate layers are translationa
equivalent, and sequential layers are equivalent only aft
translation and mirroring through a plane perpendicular
the surface. Any of these 18 layers may serve as a sur
termination, and each of these surfaces hasp3 symmetry,
i.e., threefold rotational axes through the Al atoms and
mirror planes. However, while a surface that terminates
5-3
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TABLE I. List of the 21 different models within six different model classes considered in this study o
a-Al2O3(0001) surface. Each model is numbered and given a descriptive notation. When the model c
ers more than one domain, the experimental data were fit by varying the fractions of the doma
suggested in the notation.

Model class Model

Single-species bulk termination
1! Al1
2! Al2
3! Al3
4! O1
5! O2

6! Al1-O [ ‘‘hydroxyl’’

Single-species termination with stacking fault
7! Terminated by Al1 on theb site
8! Terminated by Al1 on thea site
9! Terminated by O1 on theC site
10! O1 on theC site, terminated by

Al1 above ‘‘open’’ sites
11! O1 on theC site, terminated by

Al1 above O2 sites

Single-species termination with 12! Al1 1Al3[xAl1 1(1-x)Al3
diffractionally inequivalent domains 13! O11O2[xO11(1-x)O2

14! Alm[xAl1 1(1-x)Al3
same relative positions each domain

15! Om[xO11(1-x)O2
same relative position each domain

Mixed-species termination
16! Al1 1O1[xAl1 1(1-x)O1
17! Al1 1O2[xAl1 1(1-x)O2
18! O11Al3[xO11(1-x)Al3
19! O11Al2[xO11(1-x)Al2

Mixed-species termination with 20! (Alm) 1(Om)[x(Al1 1Al3) 1(1-x)(O1
1O2)

diffractionally inequivalent domains same relative positions each domain

Split position 21! Al1-split [Al1 1Al1

Disorder model 22! Al1 disorder[xAl11~1-x!Al in interstitial state
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layers Al1-O1- . . . is energetically equivalent to one tha
terminates in layers Al3-O2- . . . , through a symmetry trans
formation, the mirror-symmetry relationship of the adjace
O layers results in these terminations being inequiva
from the point of view of diffraction. That is, separate r
gions of Al1 termination and Al3 termination could coexi
as energetically equivalent but diffractionally inequivale
terraces, and these must be averaged over to correctly m
a terraced surface.

The simplest models used to analyze our LEEDI (V) data
were the ideal planar cleavages: models Al1, O1, and
~see Table I!. A closely related, but nonideal, model consis
of an O atom on top of each surface Al atom of the A
model. Since the scattering power of hydrogen is sm
enough to be neglected, this model represents a typ
19540
t
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t
del
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water- or hydroxyl-covered surface. The next level of co
plexity involves surfaces that terminate in a single spec
~i.e., Al atoms or O atoms! but contain diffractionally in-
equivalent domains. That is, in these models, the surf
consists of the two distinct terrace types~separated by ac/6
length along thec axis!. In all of these models (Al11Al3,
O11O2, Alm, and Om!, the fractional coverage of each te
race type was treated as a fitting parameter. For the Alm
Om models, the atoms in the ‘‘mirrored’’~i.e., c/6 separated!
domains were constrained to have the same relative posit
~i.e., mirrored domains were kept identical!. In the Al1
1Al3 and O11O2 models, the atoms in the diffractionall
inequivalent terraces~i.e., Al1 and Al3; O1 and O2! were not
constrained to have the same relative positions.

We also considered mixed-species models, i.e., surfa
5-4
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STRUCTURE OF THEa-Al2O3(0001) SURFACE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 195405
having regions terminated by oxygen atoms and regions
minated by aluminum atoms. In four of these models (A
1O1, Al11O2, O11Al3, and O11Al2), the fractional
coverage of the aluminum and oxygen-terminated doma
and the atomic positions on each domain were independe
varied. Finally, we considered a mixed-species model
also had diffractionally inequivalent steps, (Alm)1(Om).
The surface fraction occupied by the two inequivalent A
terminated domains~Al1 and Al3! and the fraction occupied
by the two inequivalent O-terminated domains~O1 and O2!
were varied. However, to limit the number of adjustable p
rameters in this ‘‘mixed-mirrored surface,’’ the atomic pos
tions within both O-terminated domains and within both A
terminated domains were constrained to be the same an
two O-terminated domains had equal abundance, as did
two Al-terminated domains ~i.e., Al1:Al35O1:O2
550:50).

All of the previously discussed models are derived
cleaving the bulk structure along appropriate plane~s!. How-
ever, it is possible that the surface differs from the usual b
stacking sequence yet has the observed surface symm
Therefore, we considered five models that have stack
faults in the topmost one or two layers. Figure 1 shows
stacking of the Al and O layers with the usual notation as
ciated with close-packed structures. The oxygen sublat
follows hcp-type packing (ABAB . . . ) while the Al sublat-
tice follows fcc-type packing (cbacba. . . ). As illustrated
in Fig. 3, the two simplest stacking-fault structures invol
rigidly shifting the top Al layer in the Al1 model from thec
site ~which is not occupied by the two Al layers locate

FIG. 3. Schematic illustrations showing the stacking seque
perpendicular to the surface of five stacking-fault models consis
with the observedp3 symmetry. The dashed lines connect ato
that lie on top of each other. Model 1~the ‘‘Al1’’ model, upper left!
maintains the bulk stacking~see Fig. 1!. In models 7 and 8, the
topmost Al layer is shifted to lie above the Al atoms in the Al2 a
Al3 layers, respectively. Models 9–11 consider a stacking fault s
that the O1 layer is shifted to give an fcc stacking (ABC) to the
topmost three O layers. In model 10, the Al1 layer sits in the thr
fold hollow sites below which no atoms in the bulk structure occ
In model 11, the Al1 layer sits in the three-fold hollow sites abo
the O2 layer.
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between layers O1 and O2! to either the a site or theb site
~both of which are occupied by Al atoms located betwe
layers O1 and O2!. The second type of stacking fault in
volves shifting the O1 layer from theB site to theC site,
along with removing the distortion of the layer such that
has perfect hexagonal symmetry. The upper three oxy
layers then have fcc-type stacking, as in the cubic ph
g-Al2O3. In addition, the aluminum atoms in the Al2 an
Al3 layers occupy tetrahedral sites, unlike the exclusive
tahedral occupancy ofa-Al2O3. Three different structures
follow from the O stacking fault~Fig. 3!, namely, terminat-
ing in the O1 layer~i.e., the Al1 layer is absent, model 9!,
placing the Al1 layer in the threefold hollow sites direct
below which there are no atoms~model 10!, and placing the
Al1 layer in the three-fold hollow sites directly above the
atoms of the O2 layer~model 11!.

We have also considered the possibility that the surface
atoms in the theoretically favored Al1 model have anis
tropic or unusual vibrations that cannot be correctly d
scribed using the isotropic Debye-Waller factor to which t
standard LEED calculations are limited. If this is the ca
the Al1 model will result in a poor fit to the data even if th
surface is in fact terminated by a single Al layer. To inves
gate this possibility, we modeled the surface with the we
established ‘‘split-position’’ technique,18–20 by constructing
an equal mixture of two identical Al-terminated domains
which the topmost interlayer spacing is allowed to relax
dependently.~This model allows the split atoms to be ha
the time in one position and half the time in the other po
tion, thereby simply representing a large vibrational amp
tude perpendicular to the surface. LEED is less sensitive
vibrations parallel to the surface, so that it is not useful to
to refine that aspect further.! If the vibrational amplitude per-
pendicular to the surface is indeed too large to be corre
modeled by an isotropic Debye-Waller factor, the spac
between the split surface atoms in the two domains will
crease, while the position of all other atoms in the model w
be very similar.

Finally, we have considered a model which takes into
count the existence of static disorder as proposed by Glo
et al.21 In this model the surface is terminated by an A
plane but some of the Al atoms are located in an intersti
site between the O1 and O2 planes.

IV. LEED CALCULATIONAL TECHNIQUE

The LEED analysis applied the familiar method of sym
metrized automated tensor LEED,31 which has been used, fo
example, to study the complex oxide Fe3O4(111).32,33 Al-
though a-Al2O3 is an ionic compound, neutral scatterin
phase shifts were used. It is well known that the structura
depends very little on those nonstructural parameters,
vided their values are reasonable. This point was explic
checked by Barbieriet al.32 in a surface structural analysis o
Fe3O4(111). To take into account the difference in the ion
radii, we assumed that the oxygen muffin-tin radius (r mu f

O )
was twice the Al muffin-tin radius (r mu f

O 52r mu f
Al ). The

muffin-tin potential and the phase shifts were calculated
ing the Barbieri/Van Hove Phase Shift Package.34 In particu-
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FIG. 4. PendryR factors (RP) for the threea-Al2O3(0001) sample-preparation methods and the 21 models tested. The insert giv
Hamilton ratios (Hr) for the models having mixtures of two or more domain types~see Table I!. The models are numbered along th
horizontal axis as 1–5, ideal~0001! terminations; 6, water-covered surface; 7–11, stacking faults; 12–15, single-species mirrored su
16–20, mixed-species terminations; 21, split-position model, and 22, disorder model. The stars in the figure note models whose
structures are close to those of the Al11O1 model, despite the fact that the starting configurations were very different. The pound si
the figure note models that resulted in large, non-physical bond-lengths~e.g., a top layer expansion of 90%!.
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lar, a self-consistent Dirac-Fock approach was used to c
pute the self-consistent atomic orbitals for each element.
muffin-tin potential was then computed following Mattheis
prescription, and the relativistic phase shifts were evalua
by numerical integration of the Dirac equation.

In all of the models we tested, the atoms were allowed
fully relax down to a depth of seven layers under the pro
sion that they maintain the observedp3 symmetry. Under
this constraint, atoms that lie along the axis passing thro
the bulk Al atoms can only relax perpendicular to the s
face, while other atoms could also relax laterally. In all ca
where mixed domains were considered, the calculated s
tra were derived from incoherently summing over the diff
ent terraces. The value of the imaginary part of the poten
was held constant at26.0 eV for all tested models.

The goodness of the fits to the various structural mode
described in terms of the PendryR factor (RP).35 One addi-
tional criterion, known in x-ray crystallography as th
Hamilton-ratio test,36,37 is herein introduced into LEED to
deal with variable numbers of fitparameters, as occurs w
comparing a model that consists of a single structure wit
model that consists of more than one structure. The Hami
19540
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ratio helps to distinguish real improvements in a fit due
choosing a better model, from artificial improvements d
only to fitting more structural parameters. As long as t
structural coordinates are otherwise reasonable, a l
Hamilton ratio is indicative of real improvements. Adapte
to the LEED case, the Hamilton ratio is defined as

Hr5
~Rlarge

2 2Rsmall
2 !~n2plarge!

Rlarge
2 ~plarge2psmall!

, ~1!

whereRsmall andRlarge are theR factors for the same mode
with the smaller (psmall) and larger (plarge) numbers of fit-
ting parameters, andn is the number of diffraction peaks,
measure of the number of independent experimental bit
information. In a LEEDI (V) spectrum, the width of the
dominant peak is about 4uVoiu, where Voi is the inner poten-
tial. In addition, theI (V) curves usually contain as man
peaks as can possibly be fit into the available energy ran
Therefore, we assume that the number of diffraction peakn
is reasonably estimated by the total energy range divided
the peak width. In our experience this formulation is app
5-6
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STRUCTURE OF THEa-Al2O3(0001) SURFACE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 195405
FIG. 5. Graphical representation of the atomic positions perp
dicular to the surface in both terminations for the Al1-split a
Al1 1O1 models, compared to bulk values and to results fr
theory @A ~Ref. 14!, B ~Ref. 11!, andC ~Ref. 12!# and x-ray dif-
fraction ~Ref. 6!. Each vertical line represents one termination, a
gives the optimized height of each atomic layer~labeled by
individual layer-specific symbols! above the first fixed O laye
~height 0 Å). Pairs of connected lines correspond to pairs of
minations that were optimized together, showing resulting he
differences.
19540
cable to all the variousR factors commonly used in LEED
and the ratio should exceed 3 to indicate real improveme

V. RESULTS

For each of the three different sample preparations,
have performed the most exhaustive structural examina
of a-Al2O3(0001) to date by examining 22 different surfa
models within six distinct model classes~Table I!. The re-
sults of the optimized fitting of the various structural mode
are summarized in Fig. 4 and Table II in terms of the Pen
R factor (RP) and the Hamilton ratio (Hr). We are looking
for structures with a lowRp , preferably lower by 20% than
other structures, and with a relatively large Hamilton rat
preferably larger than 3. Additionally, we need to exclu
physically unrealistic structures, namely those that have
acceptable bond lengths; these structures are indicated
pound sign in Fig. 4.38 None of the ideal terminations~mod-
els 1–5! or the ‘‘hydroxyl’’ surface ~model 6! adequately
describes the data. The single-species models that inclu
diffractionally inequivalent domains~models 12–15! also
gave unacceptableRP values~higher than 0.4! or unphysical

n-

d

r-
t

ina-
st
TABLE II. RP factors, number of fitting parameters and Hamilton ratio for the mixed-species term
tions, for the split model and for the disorder model. TheRsmall and thePsmall values correspond to the be
single-specie terminated model. In all cases the number of diffracted peaksn was 85.

Model RP5Rlarge Plarge Rsmall Psmall Hr

16
‘Ox’ 0.33 21 0.48 10 6.5
‘Vac’ 0.33 21 0.46 10 5.5
‘D’ 0.32 21 0.47 11 7.4

17
‘Ox’ 0.35 21 0.48 10 5.2
‘Vac’ 0.34 21 0.46 10 4.9
‘D’ 0.33 21 0.47 11 6.6

18
‘Ox’ 0.35 21 0.48 10 5.2
‘Vac’ 0.34 21 0.46 10 4.9
‘D’ 0.33 21 0.47 11 6.6

19
‘Ox’ 0.41 21 0.48 10 2.2
‘Vac’ 0.44 21 0.46 10 0.5
‘D’ 0.40 21 0.47 11 2.4

20
‘Ox’ 0.44 21 0.48 10 1.1
‘Vac’ 0.44 21 0.46 10 0.5
‘D’ 0.40 21 0.47 11 2.4

21
‘Ox’ 0.30 22 0.48 10 8.2
‘Vac’ 0.29 22 0.46 10 8.0
‘D’ 0.29 22 0.47 11 9.4

22
‘Ox’ 0.39 22 0.48 10 2.7
‘Vac’ 0.39 22 0.46 10 2.1
‘D’ 0.38 22 0.47 11 3.1
5-7
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FIG. 6. The goodness of the model fits~Pen-
dry R factor,RP) for representative surface mod
els having a mixture of domains with differen
terminations. On the left-hand axis~0%! and the
right-hand axis~100%!, the models have a single
domain of the labeled type. In between, the su
face is a mixture of the two terminations. Th
extreme insensitivity to the domain concentratio
suggests that the mixed-domain classes of mod
are inappropriate. While the results shown a
from the D experimental data set, the other su
face preparations gave similar results.
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bond lengths. This fact establishes that the inadequacy o
aluminum-terminated surface model~Al1! is not simply due
to the omission of the diffractionally inequivalent terrace
Clearly, additional effects beyond diffractionally inequiv
lent domains must be included to adequately model
LEED data. In models Al11Al3 and O11O2 ~models 12
19540
he

.

e

and 13!, there are additional degrees of freedom availa
because the relative atomic positions on the two domains
not constrained to be the same. The fitting artificially us
these degrees of freedom to produce lowRP values by mak-
ing unphysical bond lengths. That these fits are artificia
reflected in the low Hamilton ratios for these models.
gs
e

in
atoms
TABLE III. Pendry R factorsRR , Hamilton ratiosHr , and the change in the first two interlayer spacin
~with representative uncertainties! for the best fits to models Al11O1 and Al1-split, for the three sampl
preparations. For Al1-split, and the Al domains of the Al11O1 models,D d12 is the Al1-O1 spacing~aver-
aged for Al1-split! andD d23 is the O1-Al2 spacing~averaged for Al1-split!. For the O domain of the Al1
1O1 model,D d12 is the O1-Al2 spacing, andD d23 is the Al2-Al3 spacing. Also shown are the changes
the first two interlayer distances provided by x-ray diffraction and theory. The rotation of the oxygen
in the first oxygen layer~O1! obtained from LEED~this work!, from x-ray-diffraction experiments, and from
first-principle calculations is also shown.

RP Hr Dd12 ~%! Dd23 ~%! O1 rot. ( °) O1 exp.~%!

Al1 1O1 ~Ox! 0.3360.05 6.5
Al domain 15.068.0 10.267.0
O domain 12.4 211.8

Al1 1O1 ~Vac! 0.33 5.5
Al domain 0.0 21.7
O domain 15.0 214.8

Al1 1O1 ~D! 0.32 7.4
Al Domain 238.4 0.0
O domain 17.5 220.2

Al1-split ~Ox! 0.30 8.2 252.865.0 11.565.0 2.7 6

Al1-split ~Vac! 0.29 8.6 250.0 16.3 3.2 4

Al1-split ~D! 0.29 9.4 250.6 15.8 2.8 6

X ray ~Ref. 6! 250.8 116.0 6.7 4.2
Theory ~Ref. 14! 287.4 13.1 3.05 3.20
5-8
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FIG. 7. Experimental~thin lines! and theoretical~thick lines! LEED I (V) curves for the split-position model for the Ox experimental d
set. The (i , j ) notation gives the index of the diffraction spots.
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The models with split positions~model 21! and Al1
1O1 mixed terminations~model 16! are clearly favored
over the other models, irrespective of the surface prepara
based upon their low PendryR factors and high Hamilton
ratios. For all three preparation methods, the Al1-split mo
has the lowestRP’s and the highestHr ’s. However, since the
Al1 1O1 model hasRP values that are only;10% larger
and has acceptableHr values, this model cannot be immed
ately discarded. However, additional considerations that
discussed below allow us to clearly favor the Al1-sp
model.

The best-fit Al11O1 model has several questionab
properties. First, fitting the two ‘‘cleanest’’ preparation met
ods ~Ox and Vac! with the model gave surfaces that are e
sentially bulklike, while the preparation method that i
volved exposure to deuterium~D data! at low temperatures
produced a significant contraction of the first interlayer sp
ing ~see Fig. 5 and Table III!. This is counter to the usua
expectation that clean surfaces are contracted, and tha
adsorption of hydrogen results in a return of the fir
interlayer spacing to one that resembles the bulk value.39,40

Second, the Al11O1 models were extremely insensitive
the relative amounts of Al and O domains. In fact, the u
certainty in the mix ratio is on the order of640% for all
three preparation methods, as can be seen from Fig. 6 fo
case of the D data. This insensitivity is physically very u
19540
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re
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the
-

-

he
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satisfying. Finally, the Al11O1 model is entirely inconsis
tent with theoretical predictions for the clean surface, wh
show that the Al1 model has lowest energy over sapphi
full range of stability,12,13,15 precluding a phase-separate
surface such as the Al1O models. Figure 6 also shows th
the same insensitivity ofRP to composition is obtained fo
other mixed-domain models considered in this work. Aga
a similar RP behavior was also observed for the other tw
sample preparation procedures.

In contrast, the simpler Al1-split model gives consiste
and physically reasonable results. As seen in Fig. 5, the o
significant difference between the two domains is the se
ration of the top Al layer. This supports the validity of th
model since the additional degrees of freedom in the lay
below the surface could have been changed to give a g
fit. That is, if the model was unsuitable, the domains wou
differ significantly beyond the first layer, using these ad
tional degrees of freedom to best fit the data. This obse
tion is also consistent with the split-position model having
Hamilton ratio larger than all the other models. In the sp
position method, the difference in the position of the Al a
oms in the two domains is related to the vibrational amp
tude of the outermost Al atoms. The large difference
observe,;0.24 Å, is indicative of an anharmonic enhanc
ment of the perpendicular vibrational mode of the outerm
5-9
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FIG. 8. Plan views of the best
fit structure ~the split-position
model, No. 21! of
a-Al2O3(0001). Above: side
view. Below: top view. The alumi-
num atoms are the small solid
circles, while the oxygen atoms
are the large open circles.
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Al surface atoms.41 In addition, the Al1-split model has a
average first-interlayer spacing that is in reasonable ag
ment with the previous x-ray6 and ion-scattering5 measure-
ments. Importantly, the fact that our three sample-prepara
methods result in essentially the same surface struc
shows that thea-Al2O3(0001) surface is very stable, an
insensitive to processing conditions. The experimental
theoretical LEEDI (V) curves using the split-position mode
for the Ox data set are presented in Fig. 7. The same lev
agreement between theory and experiment was obtaine
the two other experimental data sets.42 Very recently,
constant-stress, constant-temperature~10, 300, and 700 K!
molecular-dynamics simulations were performed with sh
model potentials for an Al-terminateda-Al2O3(0001)
surface.43 The interlayer relaxations obtained in that stu
for the first two interlayer distances (Dd125258% and

TABLE IV. Interlayer spacings for the ‘‘split-position’’ mode
for all three sample preparation procedures.

Ox data D data Vac data

d(Al12O1) (Å) 0.40 0.42 0.42
d(O12Al2) (Å) 0.86 0.89 0.90
d(Al22Al3) (Å) 0.27 0.26 0.32
d(Al32O2) (Å) 0.89 0.91 0.89
d(O22Al4) (Å) 0.78 0.85 0.84
d(Al42Al5) (Å) 0.52 0.52 0.50
d(Al52Ob) (Å) 0.82 0.82 0.82
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Dd23514%) are in good agreement with our results for t
Al1-split model ~Table III!. Their calculated vibrational am
plitudes are also in good agreement with those from
LEED analysis.

Although the uncertainties in the displacements paralle
the surface are larger compared to the perpendicular o
our results suggest a small rotation around a symmetry
of the oxygen atoms in the first oxygen layer~O1!. As shown
in Table III, this work’s values are in reasonable agreem
with those obtained by and x-ray-diffraction experiments a
first-principle calculations. A diagram of the best structu
for the split-position model is presented in Fig. 8. The co
dinates are the average of the atomic coordinates of the
Al domains presented in Table IV.

VI. DISCUSSION

While we find a large interlayer contraction at the surfa
the contraction is significantly smaller than that predict
from state-of-the-art calculations.12,13,15 Since recent first-
principles calculations15,16 showed that hydrogen adsorptio
on the aluminum-terminated surface reduces the contrac
close to the value of this and other experimental studie5,6

we next discuss hydrogen on thea-Al2O3(0001) surface.
The a-Al2O3(0001) surface is actually quite difficult to

hydroxylate. While water undergoes dissociative chemiso
tion on thea-Al2O3(0001) surface, extensive hydroxylatio
occurs only for vapor pressures above about 1 Torr.44 For
vapor pressures below 1 Torr, water adsorption produ
5-10
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only limited amounts of surface hydroxyl, presumab
mainly at defect sites.44 The fully hydrated surface has bee
shown experimentally to be oxygen terminated.45,46 First-
principles calculations show that this surface is thermo
namically stable only for substantial pressures of H2 or
water.13,15,16 Furthermore, surface hydroxyl species a
readily removed at very modest temperatures. Laser-indu
thermal desorption and temperature-programmed desorp
have shown that the hydroxyl coverage is negligible ab
500 K.47 Consistently, Coustet and Jupille found that th
cleaning procedure of heating to 1000 K fully desorbed s
face hydroxyl, as directly evidenced by vibrational~electron-
energy-loss! spectroscopy.48 Clearly, then, our ‘‘Vac’’~heat-
ing in vacuum at 650 °C) and ‘‘Ox’’~heating in O2 at
650 °C) procedures should produce hydroxyl-free surfac

These experimental results are in conflict with a rec
ion-scattering study, which concluded that substan
amounts of hydrogen existed on thea-Al2O3(0001) surface
even after heating to 1100 °C.5 The only way to resolve this
contradiction with the desorption and vibrationa
spectroscopy studies is if hydrogen exists in a nonhydro
form on the surface. While we cannot totally discount th
possibility, it seems unlikely for several reasons. To be
with, there are only two thermodynamically stab
surfaces—the clean~hydrogen-free! aluminum-terminated
surface~at low hydrogen chemical potentials! and the fully
hydrated surface~at high hydrogen chemical potentials!.15

While hydrogen is calculated to bond directly to aluminu
atoms of the Al-terminated surface~making a nonhydroxyl
species! at 0 K, the bonding is weak.15 Indeed, simulations a
room temperature using first-principles molecular dynam
revealed only OH species, not Al-H species.49,50 Given these
observations, it is surprising that hydrogen can remain on
surface at 1100 °C,5 the approximate temperature at whic
substantial oxygen loss from the surface begins, leadin
surface reconstructions.51,52 Why hydrogen would be more
strongly bound then oxygen is unclear. Finally, the source
the surface hydrogen is also unclear—the bulk hydro
concentration is extremely low in high-quality sapphire53

Clearly, more experimental work needs to be done on
hydrogen concentration of thea-Al2O3(0001) surface at el-
evated temperatures.

While the majority of experimental and theoretical resu
suggest that the~0001! surface ofa-Al2O3 should be rela-
tively free of hydrogen after heating in vacuum, it is n
possible at this time to totally discount the presence of
hydrogen. However, it can be argued that hydrogen/hydro
is not responsible for the discrepancy between theory
experiment regarding the degree of surface contraction.
current results find essentially the same surface structure~de-
gree of contraction! despite three quite different processin
conditions. Furthermore, our inward relaxation of about 5
agrees well with the values determined by the ion-scatter5

~63%! and x-ray-diffraction6 ~51%! studies. Presumably, ou
different processing conditions and the other procedures u
elsewhere would produce varying amounts of hydrog
hydroxyl contamination, which would be manifested in d
fering surface contractions. Our analysis, however, does
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gest a possible physical origin for the discrepancy betw
theory and experiment.

In general, the vibrations of surface atoms are 30–40
larger than those in the bulk. However, using the Debye te
perature for the Al atoms derived from the LEEDI (V) cal-
culations~350 K!, we calculate a bulk vibrational amplitud
of 0.12 Å at room temperature. Our results suggest that
vibrational amplitude perpendicular to the surface is ve
large, about 0.24 Å. Thus, the vibrational amplitude at ro
temperature is approximately two times greater than the b
value. Baudin and Hermansson using molecular-dynam
simulations, calculated the vibrational mean-square am
tudes (̂ u2&) for the alumina surface atoms for differen
temperatures.43 They concluded that, at room temperatu
the ^u2&sur f ace/^u

2&bulk ratio for Al ions is '2.5, in good
agreement with the value suggested by our LEED analy
While surprising, this result is not without precedent—lar
vibrations have been observed on other surfaces,
Be~0001!,54 Ag~111!,55 Cu~111!,56 and H2O(0001),57,58 and
have also been predicted, but not yet detected, for oxides17,59

Furthermore, as suggested by Harrisonet al., the discrepancy
between theory and experiment over the amount of first-la
contraction may result from the failure of the zer
temperature calculations to account for large surfa
vibrations.17 @In the TiO2(110) surface structure determine
by x-ray diffraction,60 the topmost oxygen row is actuall
contracted significantly more than predicted by fir
principles calculations17#. Such large vibrations may hav
important implications for understanding the detailed surfa
properties of metal oxides. In the sapphire case, the pres
of enhanced vibrations at the surface is easily visualized
terms of the reduced coordination—the Al-O bonds of t
surface Al atoms are almost parallel to the surface, and t
the vibrations are primarily governed by bond-ang
changes, which are generally softer than bond-len
changes.

VII. SUMMARY

We have studied thea-Al2O3(0001) surface structure b
examining an unprecedented number of model structures
emphasizing the sensitivity to the sample preparat
method. We conclude that the surface termination
a-Al2O3(0001) is a single Al layer, that the first interlaye
spacing is significantly contracted with respect to the b
spacing, and that the surface structure is insensitive to
different processing methods, thus resolving contradict
experimental results in the literature. In addition, we sugg
that the topmost Al layer has unusually large vibrational a
plitudes at room temperature, although temperatu
dependent experiments were not carried out to further s
port this assertion and exclude the possiblity of sta
disorder. Such vibrations may account for the substantial
ference between the interlayer contractions determined
zero-temperature calculations and finite-temperature exp
ments.
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